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About This Game
Pizza Titan Ultra is a fast paced 3rd-person action platformer focused on fighting and smashing through a futuristic city, in a
giant mech, to deliver pizza. Deliver pizza to keep time on the clock, and battle through an army of evil robots from a former
rival pizzeria!
THIS GAME IS BEST PLAYED WITH A CONTROLLER

Features:
32 crazy pizza delivery missions in 8 awesome handcrafted zones of the city
Highly replayable challenges with randomized, escalating waves of enemies and delivery locations
Saturday morning level entertainment with a campaign of VIP (Very Important Pizza) deliveries
Laugh out loud funny dialogue as you pursue pizza and justice in Galactic City
Ultra customizable mech with unlockable parts and whatever paint job you feel keeps you looking radical
Choose from 4 ultra moves to meet the needs of your delivery mission
Totally destructable cityscape, with different missions asking you to be safe, smash the place, or just leave it up to you
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Wear a giant cat head as you fight mouse-eared tanks to serve fast food

What people are saying:
"Pizza Titan Ultra... looks f***ing awesome... it's some trippy s**t. It's like Crazy Taxi for pizzas and mechs."
-Total Biscuit
"This is a game that makes sense... That [theme] song alone is probably worth $15 dollars. Check it out."
-Giant Bomb
"The concept is ridiculous and it took all of two minutes for me to fall in love with the arcade beat-em-up, pizza delivery
game."
-KnowTechie
"10/10. Pizza Titan Ultra is perfectly balanced, looks great, runs well and is hilarious. I’d love it even it it wasn’t a giant
robot with a built-in pizza shop that I could make look vaguely look like a Transformer."
-Game Grin
"Very strong possibility of being my game of the year."
-David Janes | TheChillRoom
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Title: Pizza Titan Ultra
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Breakfall
Publisher:
Breakfall
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10
Processor: Intel i7-4700 CPU @ 2.40GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GT 720
Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tOEovExIAdo. Great game! Feels really fun, I can't wait to play some more!. Juste the
most epic game with mecha and pizza.. Alright, I've played my fair share of Pizza Titan Ultra and I honestly can't
recommend it. The idea and artwork and universe are very appealing and noteworthy, but the final end-product gameplay
leaves something to be desired. I wish that weren't the case, because a modern Crazy Taxi with a giant mech sounds super
cool.
Essentially, you are delivering pizzas to buildings around the landscape. You can simply aim for high score, or do missions
that have alternate goals such as doing a certain amount of city damage and such. Powerups include extra time, money, and
pizza toppings. There is a very cool pizza making mini-game.
Pros:
+Really neat idea; I wish it were more addicting
+There is enough content to merit the asking price
+Customizing the mech is cool
Cons:
-While there were moments where I was having fun, overall this is skippable
-Needs some more graphics options (I think Vsync), because it makes my gaming rig scream
-While I appreciate that the camera is fixed (makes things simpler), sometimes I wish I could swivel it
This isn't flaming garbage by a long shot - it's a really neat idea that I just wish was a bit more addictive.. A
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING PIZZASHOP GUNDAM!!!!. CHEESY 80s & 90s references!
An arcade PIZZA delivery game where you chase the $$DOUGH!
TOPPING the list is the giant mech!
This a game is a very SLICE!
...And just like pizza, giant mech robots, arcades and the early 90s - this game is radically bodacious dudes!. This game made
me really hungry for pizza. Oh, and it's pretty fun too!. Actually this is a game that would have looked great as an Arcade
Machine (and would have swallowed a lot of coins). If you like Crazy Taxi and Mechs and Pizza and the odd "Push the
button at the right time" Minigame you will probably enjoy this.. I'm going to call this a "recommendation with caveats"
because it's almost impossible NOT to recommend the game based on the sheer premise of it, at least with the half-off
coupon. You're a mech the size of a skyscraper that inevitably causes massive collateral damage to the cityscape in the
process of delivering pizzas, which you do by punching them directly through apartment walls. It's like a more casual Crazy
Taxi mixed with Blast Corps.
Unfortunately, the game is a little barebones. The only graphics options are a handful of prefab settings, and the only game
modes are "endless" and "campaign". Said campaign is awkwardly cobbled together as a sort of variant on the endless mode
while relegating the actual core of the game, delivering pizzas, to the almost vestigial purpose of slight timer extensions while
you focus on completing one primary task; typically finding collectibles, smashing buildings, or killing some of the enemy
units that constantly harangue you. Endless mode challenges you to get high score medals, while the campaign does not.
You're usually told not to smash too many buildings, but there's no downside to doing so; it actually helps clear the path if it's
a route you'll be travelling regularly. Delivering a pizza always nets you the same flat time bonus, which will NEVER be
anywhere near the time you spent on the trip, forcing you to scrounge timer extension pickups for as long as you can to keep
the round going. It's HARD to actually earn gold medals in endless, yes, but there's a decidedly firm ceiling on how long you
can actually last.
And that's pretty much it. This lack of depth is easier to ignore in a multiplayer game, say Starwhal, because you're playing
with friends and the absurdity alone can be enough to sustain a very simple premise. In a singleplayer arcade-style game, you
need a much tighter focus on mechanical execution and skill ceiling to really stand out, and I just don't think this has that.
It's still good, and probably worth the look. Just not great, which it feels like it had the potential to be.
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This is a pretty fun game that has a great sense of humor. Missions are fun and engaging. It kinda has that Crazy Taxi vibe. I
really like the 3\/4 perspective and the cities are nicely detailed. There are cosmetic upgrades to buy and a good variety of stages
and challenges to keep you busy.
The developer is very engaged with the community, which is a big plus for me.
I highly recommend it!. It's exactly what it looks like. An isometric arcade game where you play a lumbering mech sprinting
across the city to deliver pizzas to various targets, while collecting time bonuses and battling an ever increasing horde of evil
robots.
Several different maps on which to play of increasing difficulty and various gimmicks, from a pleasant suburb to cities of
different shapes to archipelagos to a volcanic crater. Those too focused on Crazy Taxi might find the smalll time bonuses for
deliveries to be insulting, but the game is balanced a bit more around collecting time and cash and special items in the field as
well. A story campaign accompanies partly to act as a tutorial for the arcade score-chasing modes but manages to give its own
value; there the time limits are generally quite generous.
The story offers a variety of different objectives on each map and a decent enough story. It is seldom funny but surprisingly
charming, your team is given a decent amount of character without wasting your time so everyone comes across as memorable;
heck, I downright liked the crew by the end in almost the same way I liked the old Star Fox squad. Everyone you meet is a
parody of some sort, but the game doesn't dwell TOO hard on references so it ends up charming rather than like a bad Big Bang
Theory episode. I enjoyed the story.
The actual arcade gameplay is simple enough, but decently fun. Your mech has a sprint toggle, which gives it speed, but also
means you must contend with momentum. Jumps, dodges, air attacks, ground attacks, a small selection of super moves to pick
from... with sprint toggling your attacks from momentum focused to area focused... There is enough to the game to chew on,
and each enemy tends to be countered by one or two of your moves, but the impacts and execution animations of some of the
bigger enemies are pretty terrible, but that is forgiveable. You do not feel like a giant robot fighting other giant robots at all, but
you do feel like a giant robot who really has to be somewhere and is swatting enemies out of the way as quickly as possible to
get back to running. Yet despite all this, the platforming and movement is largely precise. The game asks a lot of precision
jumping in later levels and, apart from the occasional geometry glitch, it's surprisingly easy to land jumps on the islands the
game asks you to while keeping momentum.
Pizza Titan isn't great... but it is quite good. The arcade score chasing isn't at the level of an old-school Japanese game, but it's
still clearly made by gamers and for gamers, and definitely scratches the one-more-run score chase itch. It's miles ahead of
several old school games Yakuza has had me play.... And the campaign is a nice bonus, to the point where you probably
wouldn't waste your money just doing the campaign. But you might find you like it well enough to come back to the real meat
of score chasing. It probably won't replace Outrun 2006 or RE5 Mercenaries for you, but I think Pizza Titan is definitely worth
a look, if for nothing else than that nobody has done anything quite like this before.. Not a huge fan of the music and the weird
Saturday Morning Cartoon approach they've done with the artstyle, but it's wicked fun to play. Like Crazy Taxi but you're a
giant mech robot that can destroy buildings and fight evil chuck-e-cheese robots. Not in the five nights at freddy's sense.
Customization is pretty cool, a lot of great references to mecha, overall there's a lot of references like Parappa the Rappa and
Captain Planet, which made me breathe slightly harder out of my nose for a second.. Awesome and very unique way to deliver
pizzas!. -Fully distructible environment!
-Customize your own mech!
-Use multiple combos to fight against evil cheezbots!
-Destroy public properties!
-Pizza!
10\/10 Could live with it before Armored Core 6 comes out.
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